Introduction
In An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, John Locke speculates that for all we can know, the soul may very well be a material substance, or perhaps a qualitative effect or power of systems of material substances:
We have the Ideas of Matter and Thinking, but possibly shall never be able to know, whether any mere material Being thinks, or no; it being impossible for us, by the contemplation of our own Ideas, without revelation, to discover, whether Omnipotency has not given to some Systems of Matter fitly disposed, a power to perceive and think (IV.iii.6). 1 Locke holds that we reach beyond our own capacities to know for sure whether or not God saw fit to make matter think. Nevertheless, that matter thinks remains a distinctly conceivable possibility. Though Locke denied that he thought the soul ultimately is a material substance, I shall argue that Locke's discussion of the identity of substances, along with other positions he holds in the Essay, implies that the identity conditions for souls as substances requires souls to be solid. Sure enough, if we accept this conclusion, then souls would have determinate sizes, shapes, and locations-consequences Locke's contemporaries at least, if not Locke himself, would have found repugnant. Even if we accept that Locke's Essay allows for, or even contains, such an argument, we still would have to explain Locke's own insistence that souls are at the very least, most likely immaterial. Yet in spite of protests even from Locke himself, I shall argue that the solidity of souls can find its place in the larger project of the Essay and even shed further light on some of Locke's most central theses concerning the essences of substances and their identity conditions. We will also reach a better understanding of the point of Locke's own apparent denials of this hitherto repugnant conclusion. I have organized this project as follows. I shall first present the textual case for attributing solidity to souls. I shall then present and address other textually based objections to the solidity of souls. In my response to these objections I shall argue that the solidity of souls is consistent with Locke's nominalism about the essences by which substances are classified, as well as his agnosticism about the underlying reality of what supports such "nominal essences." I shall also argue that Locke's account of the identity of persons renders irrelevant the criteria for the identity of any substance including souls. I will conclude by examining how my proposal of the solidity of souls relates to prominent lines of commentary in the relevant secondary literature which mainly ignore or evade attributing solidity to souls.
The Argument for the Solidity of Souls
The argument for the solidity of souls arises from Locke's account of the relation of identity in general, wherein he states that never finding, nor conceiving it possible, that two things of the same kind should exist in the same place at the same time, we rightly conclude, that whatever exists any where at any time, excludes all of the same kind, and is there itself alone (II.xxvii.1).
Here Locke takes spatiotemporal exclusion of all else of the same kind to be a central doctrine in our idea of the identity of anything whatsoever. With respect to substances, Locke thinks that we have ideas of three kinds: God, souls (i.e. "finite spirits"), and bodies (i.e. "matter") (II.xxvii.2). Locke takes sameness of beginning to follow from the spatiotemporal exclusion of things of the same kind, including souls, since finite spirits having had each its determinate time and place of beginning to exist, the relation to that time and place will always determine to each of them its identity, as long as it exists (II.xxvii.2).
But Locke also thinks "the same will hold of every particle of matter" (II.xxvii.2). So whether the identity conditions of souls or of matter are in question, the same general criterion for identity applies: the present relation to a determinate spatiotemporal origin determines its identity.
Locke has earlier in the Essay discussed spirits as capable of occupying definite locations given that they can move around:
There Souls thus have determinate spatial locations for Locke in virtue of their mobility whereby they change their location. By occupying a location in space, souls prevent other souls from also occupying that very same location at the same time. And, these locations can be determined in reference to the locations of bodies.
Earlier in the Essay Locke discusses our idea of that which excludes all else from a given place: solidity. Locke relates solidity to the filling of space when he claims that [t] he idea of which filling of space is, that, where we imagine any space taken up by a solid substance, we conceive it so to possess it, that it excludes all other solid substances; (II.iv.2).
Solidity is thus the idea by means of which we distinguish empty space from space occupied by something (II.iv.3). And it is just such an occupation of space at a time that a determination of identity requires. This statement about solidity and spatial exclusion would apply to any solid substance. Here the point concerns what we attribute to something that does exclude others from its space: by virtue of that spatial exclusion, it is solid.
The following argument for the solidity of souls results from drawing a plain inference from Locke's general account of identity and the function of the idea of solidity:
1) The identity conditions of substances require them to occupy some determinate place at some time to the exclusion of all other substances of the same kind.
2) To occupy a determinate place to the exclusion of other things of the same kind requires it to be solid.
3) Thus, the identity conditions of substances require substances to be solid. 4) Souls are substances. 5) Thus, the identity conditions of souls require souls to be solid.
The logic of this argument is plain. Locke is committed to 1) and 2) about identity and solidity for substances, so Locke must be committed to 3). Locke asserts 4), so he must accept 5). The conclusion of this argument relates solidity to souls by means of their identity conditions, so to clarify the meaning of the conclusion some further remarks about the relation of identity are in order.
Locke's principle of identity is "existence it self" (II.xxvii.3). So, if this argument is sound, to deny that souls are subject to the relation of identity is to deny souls their existence. To speak of the identity of a soul is just to relate a soul to itself and distinguish it from things other than itself; 2 and that just is what it is for a soul to exist. Locke considers there to be one sort of substance which cannot be subsumed within a spatiotemporal framework for its identity, and that is God. But, other substances, having discrete particular instances, need criteria for their diversity in order to fix on them as something whose identity can then be considered. So, we can understand the argument under consideration as pertaining only to "finite" substances. That is, the argument applies to substances that admit of multiple token instances of a common type. The spatiotemporal framework constitutes the conditions for distinguishing amongst such token instances of the same type. God can thus be diverse from other substances by means of the spatiotemporal framework the other substances require for determinations of their identity.
3 In this way, relating a soul to itself employs a spatiotemporal framework, and it is that framework that sets that soul apart from all other things diverse from it. As I have interpreted it, solidity is just the universal criterion for spatiotemporal exclusion. Solidity would then be the property a substance must have to be set into a relation of identity, given that there are discrete instances of the same type of substance. It is in this sense that we should understand the identity of a substance to be its existence, and to require a property, viz. solidity, to determine that existence.
Some Objections
One might object to the argument for the solidity of souls on grounds that it requires one to apply very selective attention to Locke's account of the idea of solidity. This line of objection would be advantaged were it to be endorsed by Locke himself, and there might be some reason to think it is. Locke's account of solidity is framed by his attempt to explain how we find our idea of solidity in sensation. Sensation supplies our ideas of external objects, while reflection provides us with ideas about that which concerns thinking (II.i.5). The idea of solidity, Locke claims, arises exclusively from touch, and is the idea most constantly received from sensation (II.iv.1). He further proclaims that of all our other ideas, solidity "seems the idea most intimately connected with, and essential to body" (II.iv. The whole chapter on solidity is part of his longer discussion of the ideas we receive from sensation, and Locke repeatedly informs us that what we sense are bodies. Locke's commitment to the association of solidity with material substances runs quite deep since, according to Locke, solidity is a primary quality of body. As such, our idea of solidity is inseparable from our idea of any body no matter what state that body may be in (II.viii.9). Further, our idea of solidity is a resemblance of what actually is in a body itself. Given Locke's own steadfast insistence that solidity is an idea whose proper association is with bodies, it seems that he should somehow deny the solidity of souls. Locke seems to do so when he explains how, when forming our idea of the soul, we take care not to ascribe solidity to the soul:
For putting together the ideas of thinking and willing, or the power of moving or quieting corporeal motion, joined to substance of which we have no distinct idea, we have the idea of an immaterial spirit; and by putting together the ideas of coherent solid parts, and a power of being moved, joined with substance, of which likewise we have no positive idea, we have the idea of matter (II.xxiii.15).
Locke later says that this collection of ideas in our complex idea of spirit is peculiar to immaterial souls. He says the same of the ideas he has here ascribed to material bodies. But, Locke does explicitly ascribe existence, duration, and mobility both to souls and to bodies (II.xxiii.18).
4 Although our ideas of souls and bodies do have some features in common, solidity is not one of them. The issue at stake here is whether bodies are solid things that occupy an expanse of space, while souls might be more like a concentration of various powers into a point with no spatial volume. 5 The ideas of space and solidity are different ideas. The objection at stake here asserts that the collection of ideas in the complex idea of spirit can include existence, duration, and mobility and spatial location, but need not and does not include solidity.
As it stands, this is a fairly devastating objection to the argument that souls are solid. For if this objection succeeds, we would attribute solidity to souls quite in defiance of Locke's insistence that solidity applies only to material bodies. This line of objection would restrict premise 2) only to bodies: 2 * For a body to occupy a determinate place to the exclusion of other bodies requires the body to be solid.
Of course, this would allow a body to be solid while allowing a non-solid soul to occupy the place delimited by the body's solidity. This modification of 2) into 2 * ) thereby allows for the cohabitation of souls and bodies, but with the metaphysical price of eliminating criteria for distinguishing souls from each other. If Locke is committed to 2), he is committed to the solidity of souls. If he rejects 2) in favor of 2 * ), Locke can reject the solidity of souls. To determine whether Locke would prefer 2) or 2 * ), that is, to determine whether Locke accepts or rejects the argument for the solidity of souls, we need to consider more carefully Locke's account of the distinction between solid bodies and immaterial souls.
Solidity, Thinking, and the Nominal Essence of Spirit
Locke's published disputes with Edward Stillingfleet, the Bishop of Worcester, offer a good source of developments of his positions on the status of our knowledge of the immateriality of the soul. Amongst other attacks on Locke's Essay, Stillingfleet accuses him of, at the very least, providing a basis for the doctrine that the soul is a material substance. Locke's replies to Stillingfleet 5 are duly rife with Locke's views on this topic. He regularly states that the idea of spirit simply is the idea of that substance which thinks regardless of any other qualities it may have. Stillingfleet objects insisting that a thinking substance cannot under any circumstances be solid. (Letter, 33) .
When clarifying the position he held on this issue in the Essay, Locke plainly states that the idea of spirit does not necessarily exclude solidity. Nevertheless, any thinking substance is as such a spiritual substance. Likewise, any solid substance is as such a material substance. Locke thus grants the possibility that the soul is solid in the same sense that matter is solid since he is granting the possibility that the soul simply is a material substance. So, as we noted earlier, the conclusion to the argument for the solidity of souls implies that souls are material substances. And, thus far, we see that Locke denies neither the possibility that this conclusion is true nor that it is entailed by his other commitments. Though thought and solidity are very different ideas, Locke finds no contradiction between them. But, he insists that he has gone only so far as to allow the mere possibility that souls are solid. Locke admits this possibility by refusing to deny that God has the ability to grant the power of thought to any substance whatsoever. After yet again asserting that God could give to matter a power of thought, he adds that his own capacity to conceive of God as having this ability "is the utmost I have said concerning the faculty of thinking in matter" (294).
Echoing this last remark much later in his Second Reply, Locke provides us with a thought experiment to show how conceiving of a solid substance as thinking would not "confound the idea of matter with the idea of spirit" (460 For Locke, to "superadd" a quality to a substance is to add to a substance something not contained in its essence. In this thought experiment, motion, vegetative life, sense, spontaneous motion, thought, reason, and volition are each successively superadded to what was originally merely an extended solid substance conceived as being at rest. All of these superadded qualities are distinct from extension, solidity, and rest so that to conceive of such bare matter as having any of these qualities, we must conceive of them as other than or not entailed by extension, solidity and rest. Thus the superadded qualities are distinct from other qualities inconceivable apart from extension, solidity or rest. Shape is a quality that is not superadded to bare matter, as the absence of shape would contradict the bare notion of matter contained in the essence of solid extension. Motion, however, goes beyond solid extension such that conceiving a solid extended substance to be moving is to conceive of something more than a mere solid extended substance. Solid extension and solid moving extension are different in that the latter has a quality (viz. motion) superadded to what's in the former (viz. only solid extension), but this difference in no way renders the conception of the one incompatible with the conception of the other. Instead, what we have here are two ways of conceiving of solid extension. One way is only in virtue of solid extension itself, and the other way is of solid extension modified in some other additional way.
We are perfectly able to conceive of substances as having additional qualities incomprehensibly, yet undeniably, associated with them. For Locke, gravity serves as just such an example of a quality superadded to matter. Gravitational attraction is thereby quite different from the transfer of motion by impact. Solidity implies impenetrability, and, Locke thinks, thus affords us an easy conception of interaction of bodies by impact. However, a primitive attractive force in no way is implied by solidity and extension alone. Yet, he acknowledges that given Newton's physics, a force of gravity is undeniably associated with matter. Thus gravitational attraction is yet another instance of a superadded power not otherwise included in the mere notion of a solid extended substance (Second Reply, 463, 467-468). Locke asks whether any of the subsequent items on the list of superadded qualities from his thought experiment confound the notion of extended solid substance. Our inability to conceive of the basis for the power of a more primitive notion of extended solid substance to move, live, sense, or think is completely remote from our comprehension, but this ignorance in no way implies a contradiction between the ideas of the superadded qualities and of the more primitive substance that receives the power to sustain the superadded qualities.
In the correspondence with Stillingfleet Locke has greatly elaborated on his commitment to the possibility that souls are solid substances. The argument for the solidity of souls goes farther than just the mere possibility that souls are solid. Since for Locke the identity of souls is the same as the existence of souls, (Essay, II.xxvii.3), for souls to be solid, they would be material substances. And, according to Locke, "from thinking experimented in us, we have a proof of a thinking substance in us, which in my sense is a spirit" (Letter, 32). So there are souls insofar as there are thinkers. Despite the certainty of the existence of thinking substance, the controversy with Stillingfleet is over whether or not thinking substance is immaterial.
Locke further claimed if your lordship means by a spiritual an immaterial substance, I grant I have not proved, nor upon my principles can it be proved, […] that there is an immaterial substance in us that thinks" (Letter, 33).
The flip side of this claim is that Locke's principles also cannot prove that the thinking substance in us is material. Given his caution about drawing unwarranted conclusions about the necessity of the immateriality of the soul, has Locke in the Essay provided for a conclusion that his replies to Stillingfleet do not allow us to draw?
In Book III of the Essay, Locke draws some crucial distinctions concerning substances and essences. A nominal essence consists of ideas grouped together by a supposition that something independent of them unites them into one thing. That is, when we form an idea of the soul as that which thinks, we conjoin ideas of various ways of thinking by supposing that something we call a soul really does unite the various thoughts into a single thing. In doing so, we have given the names "soul" and "spirit" to that unified conjunction of ideas. Those ideas thus form the nominal essence applicable to the soul/spirit. But, these names refer not only to the ideas that form a nominal essence, but also to a supposed but unknown thing that we take to be the real bearer of the power of thinking. If this supposed bearer of the powers contained in the nominal essence really exists, its real nature is its real essence. So, whatever really thinks in us has a real essence that is responsible for thinking. Locke thinks that our ideas of substances are nominal essences (III.vi.11). His resistance to Stillingfleet's concerns about the real nature of spiritual substance rests largely on the conviction that the real essences of substances are unknown (III.vi.9). So, Locke's denial that his principles imply anything about the materiality or immateriality of spirit is genuine since Locke takes Stillingfleet's concerns to be about the real essence of spirit. What's at stake in the argument for the solidity of souls is whether to include solidity in addition to the power of thinking in the nominal essence of spiritual substance. It is important to see that Locke's discussion of our ideas of spiritual and material substance should be subsumed under his account of such nominal essences, and not real essences.
As we saw in his replies to Stillingfleet, Locke claims that it is indisputable that we have an idea of that in us which thinks. But nevertheless we lack an idea of what it is in us that thinks apart from that it thinks. So we therefore lack any basis for any claims about the real essence of what thinks apart from that it thinks. On these grounds any exclusion of any quality from the essence of what thinks besides that which directly contradicts the nature of thought would be unwarranted. We also saw that Locke could find no contradiction between thought and solidity-they are different ideas, but in no way exclude each other. Thus, strictly on the grounds of avoiding contradiction, any exclusion of thought from the nominal essence of a solid substance, or any exclusion of solidity from the nominal essence of a thinking substance, would be unwarranted. But, we may also think of a thinking material being as being composed of two different nominal essences, if we so wish. In neither case do we peer beneath our constructed nominal essences into the underlying real essences, since real essences of substances are utterly beyond our comprehension. Locke has carefully composed his response to Stillingfleet in reference to this position on the limits of our knowledge of essences. Thus, the claim that the identity of souls requires souls to be solid takes the solidity of souls to render them as material substances. And since this claim is not about the real essence of souls, but rather about their nominal essence, Locke's explicit commitment to the possibility that matter thinks is consistent with his assertion that we do have an idea of souls as immaterial.
But, since the conclusion of the argument for the solidity of souls requires that the nominal essence of souls (or spiritual substances) include the idea of solidity for souls to have identity, why does Locke think we have, and are justified in having, an idea of immaterial spirit? When Locke discusses our ideas of substances as comprising only their nominal essences, he states that the idea of spirit is derived from reflection on the operations of the mind "without consideration of matter" (III.vi.11). In his chapter on our ideas of substances, when Locke characterized our ideas of body and spirit as being distinct, he finished his account by noting that he has presented "our complex ideas of Soul and Body, as contra-distinguished" (II.xxiii.22). These are the ideas of body and soul we happen to have. The ideas we form of thought and solidity exclude each other for no better reason than that we simply don't know how adequately to relate them causally (IV.iii.28-29). Careful thinking will keep us from concluding too much from our ignorance such as that thought and solidity cannot be subsumed in a single nominal essence, or are not in fact related in an underlying real essence beyond our comprehensions. Neither of these claims is within the scope of our knowledge.
The Irrelevance of Solid Souls to Locke's Concerns about Identity
So what does this mean for the choice between (2) and (2*)? The argument we've been considering says that thought and solidity ought to be related-that is, if souls have identity. Locke's exchange with Stillingfleet offers another significant perspective on the argument for the solidity of souls that bears directly on this point: Locke simply does not care whether souls meet any general conditions for identity. Stillingfleet senses this and argues that Locke's implication that spirit is a material substance eliminates the possibility of resurrection. But, Locke doesn't think that he needs an account of the identity of souls to allow for the possibility of resurrection. Locke has three accounts of identity: of substances, of organisms, and of persons. Locke's general criteria of identity underlies each kind of identity, but the specific criteria for identity of one sort does not account for the identity of things of another sort. Each particle of matter has its identity as a material substance. The identity of a person is determined by sameness of consciousness, such as in the relation one's present consciousness bears to some set of memories or to expectations concerning the future (II.xxvii.9). According to Locke, the continuous history of self-related consciousness need not belong to a single substance, spiritual or otherwise, and may belong to several (II.xxvii.10). Thus, the identity conditions for souls as substances do not underwrite the identity of a person.
8 Solidity is therefore irrelevant to the identity of persons. Since the consequences of the general idea of identity and solidity on our idea of souls as substances neither help nor hinder Locke's account of personal identity, Locke has no pressing reason to draw explicitly the inference that souls are solid in his account of personal identity, and neither has he any reason to work out its implications. Given Locke's account of personal identity, the identity of souls is simply irrelevant to Locke's purposes. And, this is why Locke could reasonably remain ambivalent about developing what would give souls their proper identity conditions. 9 Locke's treatment of the identity of living organisms is suggestive of the sort of place thinking matter would play in Locke's account of identity. The identity of an organism is, on Locke's account, distinct from the identity of each of its con-stituent parts. Organisms are systems of particles of matter arranged so as to form the parts of the organism. Life is the continued functioning of those parts. Organisms constantly swap particles of matter with their surroundings without losing their identity as the same organism. So long as the parts of an organism serve their function within the organism, it matters not which particles compose those parts (II.xxvii.4-8). Thus the identity of an organism when considered as an organism is distinct from the identity of an organism as a lump of matter. Yet, the organism still is composed entirely of matter such that were the material parts of an organism to be annihilated, so would the organism. Thus organisms require that their parts be composed of material substances for the organism to have its identity as an organism. Following Locke's thinking matter hypothesis, suppose thought, as well as the other powers of the soul, are powers exclusively of systems of matter fitly disposed to think. On this hypothesis the identity of that in us which thinks would, just as in the case of organisms, require there to be a parcel of solid material substance arranged in such a manner as to support God's superaddition of the power of thought. Thus on this hypothesis, the identity of a soul as a thing that thinks requires the soul to be a substance whose parts are solid. And just as in the case of organisms, the conditions for the identity of the thing that thinks, when considered as a thing that thinks, would not be the same as the conditions for the identity of its constituent solid parts as a mere collection of matter. According to the argument that souls are solid, the thinking matter hypothesis follows from our ideas of solidity and of the general conditions for identity, even if Locke didn't openly want or care to connect the two. Had he acknowledged this hypothesis as a consequence of his project, he wouldn't have to give up any of his other positions. Locke wouldn't even have had to abandon his claim that the immateriality of the soul is the more probable opinion, so long as such a claim is restricted to the unverifiable realm of real essences. Locke stakes his claim to the high probability of souls being immaterial as a consequence of his argument for the existence of God, and as a certainty expressed in scripture.
10 It is at least a plausible suggestion that Locke has no independent philosophical support for his expressed confidence in the likelihood that souls are immaterial. As far as the philosophical implications of granting the hypothesis that matter thinks, Locke need only have restricted its scope to the nominal essence of thinking substance to ensure that his commitments could find support, or escape conflict, with his project in the Essay, and that is precisely what he did. It is in this sense that the solidity of souls is not at all a threat to Locke's further purposes concerning personal identity, while it conforms to his general account of the identity of substances, given his nominalism about essences.
Evading the Solidity of Souls
Simply attributing solidity to souls to account for their identity conditions is a novel suggestion. This can be seen better by examining some of the leading commentary on related topics in Locke scholarship concerning problems surrounding the identity of souls.
That Locke found it possible for thinking to be a power of solid substance is beyond controversy. The importance of this hypothesis to Locke's account of the limits of knowledge concerning substance is non-negotiable for Edwin McCann. He examines the notion that thought could be superadded to matter as expressing Locke's commitment to mechanical corpusculareanism. McCann takes Locke's commitment to thinking matter as rising no higher than a possibility, albeit a vitally important possibility to be maintained in any tenable interpretation of his thought. For instance, McCann rejects an attempt to solve a conundrum about the nature of substance in general partially on the grounds that "it conflicts with one of Locke's central doctrines, that of the possibility of thinking matter" (1994: p. 80 12 Jolley also presents Locke's position as suffering from tensions arising from the formulation of his hypothesis of thinking matter. Jolley wonders why matter would have to be "fitly disposed" to receive a quality that God would superadd to it (1999: pp. 95-99) . He thinks a fit disposition for superaddition would render superfluous the need for God to superadd a quality since a fit disposition would itself be the underlying sufficient condition for the quality to be superadded. But contrary to Jolley, if we take "fitly disposed" simply to mean "determined by God to have some quality superadded," it is difficult to find a conflict here. Fit disposition could require the absence of a quality that, given all the other qualities a thing has, is flatly inconsistent with the other quality God superadds. Given the absence of some quality, God's superaddition of some other quality to those qualities would yield a total set of qualities including no contradictory qualities. Nevertheless, while Jolley admits that Locke's position appears to be consistent, he is reticent to say that Locke is not confused in allowing the possibility that thought be superadded to matter (98). 10 Letter, 36. temporal identity of souls. 13 McCann thus holds that though the same general principle determines the identity of atoms as well as finite intelligences, Locke has the apparatus to explain the application of the principle to simple material substances, but neglects to do so for spirits. McCann refrains from calling that common principle "solidity", but nor does he say why solidity is not that principle.
14 One commentator unafraid of explicitly invoking solidity to account for the identity of souls is Thomas Lennon. Inquiring into Locke's atomism, Lennon lands on the problem concerning the application of Locke's general criteria for identity to both bodies and souls:
What This passage seems to be a powerful endorsement of the argument for the solidity of souls. Like Jolley after him, Lennon argued that Locke's rejection of the Cartesian thesis that the mind always thinks bears a strong affinity with the thinking matter hypothesis. Lennon doesn't carry this argument nearly as far as Jolley since Lennon holds the connection between the two positions to be a mere affinity. And though Lennon presents an interesting and convincing case for Locke's materialist tendencies, if not his outright materialism, the bulk of his textual evidence from Locke's own hand concerns the books Locke read and commented on, as well as other unpublished errata. As far as Locke's published commitments go, Lennon maintains the softened position, largely in accord with McCann, that Locke only allowed for the possibility of thinking matter. The argument for the solidity of souls nonetheless very strongly accords with Lennon's thesis that the conditions for the use of the relation of identity to individuate simple substances apply univocally to finite bodies and finite spirits.
Conclusion
We have seen agreement among leading commentators that Locke has endorsed the possibility of holding one substance both to be solid and to bear the power of thought. Those who focus on the general conditions of identity note that Locke has not provided any account of the identity of finite spirits, while he has provided solidity as a means of doing so for finite bodies. Yet, they also acknowledge that Locke takes exclusion from place to be the principle of identity for both body and soul. Those who delve into Locke's mechanism further discover that Locke treats solidity as the filling of space to exclude others from occupying it. Locke also hold that solidity and thought can coexist as qualities in one substance. So why be coy about the very notion in Locke's suite of ideas that would quite effectively account for the identity of souls? The identity conditions for souls thus ought to be regarded as relying upon the idea of solidity. It unifies his discussions of substances and essences in his replies to Stillingfleet. And, it serves a vital interpretive role in unifying Locke's general account of identity, a central notion in perhaps his most novel and interesting lasting contribution to philosophy, his account of personal identity.
